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Sunday, November 4, 2018 (1:00 PM - 7:00 PM)
Transport of the Ill Newborn: From the 1970s to Today
Abstract Podium Presentations • Poster Walk Around Presentations
Section Welcome & Scientific Awards Reception

Monday, Nov 5th (7:30 AM - 6:00 PM) & Tuesday, Nov 6th (7:30 AM - 12:00 PM)
Transport Through a Family’s Eyes
Audience Interactive Case Reviews: Neonatal, Pediatric
Simulation: Training the Transport Team
Charting, Medications, Pumps: Role of the Transport Nurse
Ventilation Choices on Transport: Role of the Respiratory Therapist
Latest Topics in Research & Development • Radiology on Transport
Challenging Transports Outside the Norm • Don’t Stress About Stressors of Transport
Policies & Procedures: Required vs Recommended
Building a Better Team: Team Building Exercises
Checklists & Huddles: Recipe for Success • Cooling on Transport
NASA: Biomedical Advancements from Space
CAMTS Updates and Going for Certification • Quality Metrics to Follow

Monday, November 5, 2018 (9:00 AM – 1:00 PM, 2:00 PM – 6:00 PM)
PROCEDURE LAB - Fun With Procedures: A Hands on Lab Practicum